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Abstract. To enable high-performance computing (HPC) for applications with large datasets using a Sony®

PLAYSTATION® 3 (PS3�) video game console, we configured a hybrid system consisting of a Windows® PC and a
PS3�. To validate this system, we implemented the real-time multiplet identifier (RTMI) application, which identifies
multiplets of microearthquakes in terms of the similarity of their waveforms. The cross-correlation computation, which is a
core algorithm of the RTMI application, was optimised for the PS3� platform, while the rest of the computation, including
data input and output remained on the PC. With this configuration, the core part of the algorithm ran 69 times faster than the
original program, accelerating total computation speed more than five times. As a result, the system processed up to
2100 total microseismic events, whereas the original implementation had a limit of 400 events. These results indicate
that this system enables high-performance computing for large datasets using the PS3�, as long as data transfer time is
negligible compared with computation time.
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Introduction

TheCellBroadbandEngine�processor (Cell), used in theSony®

PLAYSTATION® 3 (PS3�), is a general-purpose processor
with high-computing performance. The theoretical peak
performance of Cell is over 200 GFLOPS, while that of a
3.0-GHz dual-core Pentium® processor is 25 GFLOPS. As an
example of actual performance, Kurzak et al. (2007) reported that
Cell showed over 170 GFLOPS performance in a Cholesky
Factorisation task. Williams et al. (2006) demonstrated the
tremendous potential of Cell for scientific computation. In the
oil industry, IBM® (2008) successfully implemented reverse
time migration on Cell technology, while Hattori and Mizuno
(2007) enabled real-time services by optimising wavefield
separation on the PS3�.

Although the high performance of Cell is well known, few
instances have been reported in which the PS3� was used for
high-performance computing (HPC). One of the main reasons is
that the PS3� has only 256 MB of memory, and performance
drastically degrades when page swapping occurs.

To best use the PS3� for HPC for application programs that
require large memory, we configured a hybrid computation
system, shown in Figure 1. On this hybrid system, the
application runs on the Windows PC while delegating
processor-intensive computations to the PS3�, which is
connected through Ethernet.

Using this hybrid system, one could optimise various
geophysical algorithms that require a huge amount of data to
reside in memory. Such algorithms could include signal
processing, forward modelling, and inversion. To validate the
hybrid system, we chose to implement the real-time multiplet
identifier (RTMI) application from among a few candidate
applications, because we were facing performance issues with
the RTMI implemented on Windows® platforms.

Cell architecture

Cell architecture (Figure 2) includes one general-purpose
processor core, called the PowerPC Processor Element (PPE),
and eight Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs) that are
processing cores. The PPE is a PowerPC architecture–
compliant 64-bit processor element. The Linux operating
system runs on the PPE and controls the eight SPEs. The SPE
is a vector processor having single instruction multiple data
(SIMD) capability, processing four floating-point operations
with one instruction, on all 128 general-purpose registers.
With two asymmetrical pipelines, the SPE can issue two
instructions at the same time. The SPE cannot directly access
the main memory. Both program and data must be transferred by
directmemoryaccess to a256-KBlocal store (LS) inSPE.Neither
the PPE nor the SPE has out-of-order execution or branch
prediction mechanisms.

Given these processor characteristics, one can use the key
techniques listed in Table 1 to optimise a program on the Cell.
When optimising on the PS3�, one must remember that
application programs can use only six of the eight SPEs.

Multiplet identification

Reservoir seismicity sometimes exhibits swarm-like activity, in
which waveforms of different events show mutual similarity.
Among a group of events, a doublet represents a pair of similar
eventswhile amultiplet represents a group of at least three events.
It is thought that these events occur close to one another andhavea
similar source mechanism. One could describe each group as a
master (parent) event and slave (child) events. Amaster event has
the representative waveform signature for the corresponding
event group (family).

*Part of this paper was presented at the 9th SEGJ International Symposium (2009).
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Arrowsmith and Eisner (2006) introduced the concept of real-
time processing for multiplet identification. Figure 3a shows a
high level view of RTMI processing, which involves algorithms
for doublet and multiplet identification. The process identifies a
doublet in terms of the mutual similarity between waveforms of a
new incoming event and master events. Then it updates the
multiplets using doublet information.

Doublet identification is the core of the algorithm. RTMI
spends most of its computational effort on this algorithm.
Arrowsmith and Eisner (2006) proposed an algorithm that
estimates the similarity of the events using a three-component
andmulti-receiver configuration.Our algorithmuses thismeasure
for doublet identification. We call this measure Event CC, and
compute it using the following steps (Figure 3b).

1) For each combination of the i-th master and a new incoming
event, the trace cross-correlation function (trace CCF) for
the k-th component at the j-th receiver, Cijk(t) is estimated.
t is the time lag.

2) To estimate correlations at the receiver level, or receiver CCF
Cij(t), use the following equation:

CijðtÞ ¼ 1P
k Aijk

X
k

AijkCijkðtÞ; ð1Þ

where Aijk is a weighting function computed from the
maximum amplitude of the k-th component at the j-th
receiver for the i-th event and the new event.

3) Then estimate the event CCF Ci(t), which represents the
cross-correlation function between events, by using Cij(t)
as follows:

CiðtÞ ¼ 1P
j Wij

X
j

WijCijðtÞ; ð2Þ

where

Wij ¼
X
k

Aijk : ð3Þ

4) Finally, we get the Event CC from

Ci ¼ maxfCiðtÞg: ð4Þ
Figure 4 shows how Event CC (Ci) is computed. The algorithm
computes Event CC for all pairs between master events and the
new incoming event. Ci represents the probability of a doublet
relation between the new event and the i-th event.

Arrowsmith andEisner (2006) define amultiplet as a cluster of
n events (n�2) in which each event is a doublet with at least one

Fig. 2. Cell processor architecture having one PowerPC Processor Element
(PPE) and eight Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs) connected by a high-
speed bus.

Table 1. Key optimisation techniques for Cell.

1 Run expensive computation on Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs)
leaving PowerPC Processor Element for controlling SPEs

2 Maximise usage of single instruction multiple data instructions
3 Use as many registers as possible, which could be helped by loop

unrolling
4 Order instructions so that both of the pipelines are filled (dual-issue)
5 Hide direct memory access memory transfer latency with double

buffering
6 Avoid conditional branches as much as possible
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Fig. 3 (a) High level processing flow chart for multiplet identification (MI).
For each incoming event, we perform doublet identification (DI) first, then
perform MI. DI is made in terms of the waveform similarity between two
events. (b) Detail of Event CCs calculation in DI. DI is made between each
master event with the new incoming event. First, we compute cross-
correlation functions (CCF) between traces of the events for each
component. These functions are used to compute event CCF, and we take
the maximum value as Event CC.

Cross LAN cable

Private network

Fig. 1. Hybrid high-performance computing system consisting of a
Windows PC and a PLAYSTATION (PS3�) connected by Ethernet.
The main program runs on a personal computer (PC), and data is sent to
the PS3� to execute intensive computations there. The computation result is
sent back to the PC.
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other event in the multiplet. They identified multiplets by using
graph theory. However, we use simper logic, as follows:

1) Obtain Ci from doublet identification.
2) Choose the i-th event that represents the maximum Event

CC. Then check to see if it exceeds the doublet threshold. If it
does, this event pair is a doublet.

3) If the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the new incoming event
is greater than the corresponding master event, then the new
event replaces the master event of the multiplet which
includes the corresponding master event. If not, the new
incoming event becomes a slave event of the master event.

4) If the Event CC does not exceed this threshold, then the
incoming event becomes the new master event for a new
multiplet.

Figure 5a shows the result of RTMI with a real microseismic
dataset from a hydraulic fracturing experiment. Seven three-
component receivers installed in the horizontal part of the
borehole recorded the waveforms. Before applying multiplet
identification, a 3D continuous microseismic mapping (CMM)
algorithm (Michaud and Leaney, 2008) detected and located
events. The CMM is a global search algorithm having model-
based phase picks. The colour map at the centre of Figure 5a
shows the Event CC for each of the event pairs. Since Event CC is
measured between the master event and new incoming event,
Event CC is not measured for all event pairs. At left, Figure 5a
shows the event ID (identification) of the master event, and the
slave event belongs to the corresponding master event. Figure 5b
compares waveforms between event pairs that comprise a
master and slave relation, showing that the RTMI algorithm
derived a reasonable result.

RTMI indicates out-of-zone fracture growth because one can
observe multiplets when this occurs (Eisner et al., 2006). In
addition, by using multiplet relocation techniques such as the
double-difference method (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000),
one can infer a better image of a fracture network than by using
conventional event-by-event location processing.

Optimisation of multiplet identification
on the hybrid system

Original implementation

We implemented the first version of the RTMI program on the
Windows®PCplatform. Thenwe conducted a feasibility study of

the programusing a test dataset that simulated a hydraulic fracture
monitoring job with a standard survey configuration of eight
receivers and an event rate of one every 3 s. The study showed that
the RTMI processing began running slower as the number of
events grew.When 400 eventswere detected, the processing time
for a new event took longer than the event rate.

Programming environment on PS3�

Several Linux distributions such as Red Hat, Fedora, and Yellow
Dog support the PS3�. Using the software development kit for
Cell (Cell SDK) distributed by IBM, one can develop programs
running on the PS3� in the C or C++ language. Linux programs
written in C or C++ would run on PPE simply by recompiling.
However, to optimise a program on the PS3�, onemust consider
offloading time-consuming computations to the SPEs. The Cell
SDK provides a C/C++ compiler that allows embedding SPU
specific instructions in the code as SPU Intrinsic, to build SPE
executables. Using the SPEmanagement library contained in the
Cell SDK, PPE programs can manage the SPE executables in a
similarway to threads.We installed theFedora7operating system
and the Cell SDK 3.0 on a PS3�, in order to optimise RTMI for
the hybrid system.

Optimising CCF computation on PS3�

To implement the RTMI program on the hybrid system, we
profiled the original RTMI program and found that the
‘Calculate Trace CCFs’ block shown in Figure 3b took ~80%
of total computation time. Thus we implemented this part of the
program on the PS3�, and made it callable from the RTMI host
program, as shown in Figure 6. The PS3� receives the traces of
the new event and all master events, calculates the CCF for all
traces, and returns them to the host program for Event CC
calculation.

The original code computed the trace CCF in the frequency
domain. To accelerate the trace CCF computation on the PS3�,
we evaluated the FFTW(‘Fastest Fourier Transform in theWest’)
library, which was optimised for the Cell processor using all
available SPEs. Calculation of the CCF between traces having
200 sampleswas 33 times faster than the original code running on
the reference Windows® PC (Intel Xeon 5150 2.66GHz).
However, little room remained for further optimization. Next,
we tried to compute the trace CCF in the time domain. Although
performanceof a traceCCFcalculationononeSPEwas about two
times slower than performance in the frequency domain with

Fig. 4. How to calculate Event CC from three-component multi-receiver data (N is number of receivers). Cross-correlation
functions (CCF) are weighted averaged.
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FFTW, we decided to compute the trace CCF in the time domain
because we could parallelise the multiple trace CCF computation
with SPEs and SIMD.

As theCCFs are calculatedwith the traces recorded by a three-
componentmulti-receiver network, the total number of necessary
CCF calculations for doublet identification becomes 3�N�M,
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Fig. 5. (a) Multiplet identification viewer showing event families (left) and correlation coefficients matrix
(right). Each event family comprises a master event that is identified with a set of slave (child) events. The
colourof eachmatrixgrid corresponds to theEventCCestimated inDI. (b)ComparisonofXcomponent traces
from a master and a slave event with P (red) and S (blue) arrivals (Ci= 0.77).
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whereN is the number of receivers andM is the number of master
events that have been identified. To parallelise trace CCF
calculations with the six available SPEs (Technique 1), master
events are divided into two groups (1~M/2 andM/2+1~M) so that
two SPEs can perform the CCF calculation for one component.
For example, Figure 7 shows that SPE #1 and SPE #2 computed
the trace CCFs for the X component traces.

With SIMD, a single instruction performs four arithmetic
operations as shown in Figure 8. Each SPE computes the trace
CCF for four receivers at the same time by using the SIMD
instructions (Technique2).Thus, onecanparallelise 24 traceCCF
computation tasks. Appendix 1 showswhat the SIMD code looks
like compared to the scalar code. The trace CCF computation
optimised on the PS3� runs 69 times faster than the original
Windows code.

Reducing data transfer by restructuring program

We measured the performance of the hybrid system, which
delegates the trace CCF computation to the PS3�. Figure 9
compares the performance of the original program on
Windows® with performance on the hybrid system. The Trace
CCFs Computation of the hybrid system indicates the elapsed
time for trace CCF computation measured on the Windows®

host. Although the trace CCF computation on the PS3� showed
a performance improvement of 69 times, only a 9 times
improvement was measured on the Windows® host. Thus,
overall performance improvement was 3.4 times. This occurred
because the overhead created by sending and receiving data was
~4timesas largeas the traceCCFcomputation, showninFigure10,
measured on the PS3�.

To reduce data transfer to and from the PS3�, we restructured
the program, as shown in Figure 11. Keepingmaster events in the
PS3� reduced data input to the PS3�, and delegating the Event
CC calculation, which is done on PPE, reduced data output.
Figure 12 shows the performance improvement for RTMI
processing using the new hybrid system. The orange bars
show the elapsed time the RTMI required to process the 100th
event with a test dataset (eight receivers, 0.5-ms sampling rate).
The top one illustrates the original RTMI running on the reference
Windows® PC, and the bottom one represents the hybrid system.
Comparison of the two orange bars indicates that the hybrid
system improved overall RTMI performance 5.3 times. The
yellow bars show the elapsed time of the cross-correlation
computation. The top represents performance in the original
Windows version, and the bottom represents performance in
the host RTMI program of the hybrid system, including data
transfer time.Comparisonof the twoyellowbars indicates that the
EventCCcomputation in the hybrid system is 36 times faster than
the Windows® version, even with the data transfer overhead.

Discussion

To validate the hybrid system, we also ported the whole RTMI
program to the PS3�while making the same optimisation on the
trace CCF calculation as the hybrid system. Due to the PS3�’s

Multiplets All Master Events

PS3

New Event

Trace CCFs

For each Master Event:

Event CCs

Calculate Receiver CCFs
Calculate Event CCF
Calculate Event CC

For each Master Event:

Calculate Trace CCFs

Fig. 6. Block diagram of Event CCs computation, delegating trace cross-
correlation functions (CCF) computation to PLAYSTATION® 3.

Fig. 7. Parallelisation of trace cross-correlation functions (CCF) computationwith Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs).
Master events are divided into two groups and two SPEs compute trace CCFs for one component.
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limited memory, however, the program could not process more
than 500 events. Therefore, we compared the performance at
processing the 100th event. In this case, the hybrid system was
16% faster than the RTMI program running on the PS3�. This
fact indicates that the data transfer overhead is smaller than the
performance gain on the Windows® PC to run the rest of the
RTMI program. By restructuring the program, we reduced data

transfer overhead to just 10% of the event CC calculation. This
turned out to be the key to success with the hybrid system.

A benchmark on the test dataset proved that the hybrid RTMI
system is capable of processing up to 2100 events in real time
when the event rate is as high as one event every 3 s. However,
keeping the master events data revealed another limitation. The
PS3� canholdonly 5000master events in itsmainmemorywhen
using standard processing parameters.

Regarding future work, Cell optimization techniques 3 to 6
in Table 1 could further improve the trace CCF calculation. In
addition, one could easily extend theRTMI systemusingmultiple
PS3�s, which would improve performance and help overcome
the current limit imposed by the maximum number of master
events held in memory.

Using this hybrid system, one could optimise various
geophysical algorithms that require a huge amount of data to
reside in memory, as long as data parallelisation can be applied,
and data transfer time is negligible compared to computation
time. In geophysical signal processing algorithms, multi-channel
filtering, correlation, and deconvolution could be accelerated by
the hybrid system. In forward modelling algorithms, finite
difference is one of the algorithms that can benefit from this
system. With the ability to handle huge matrices, finite element
algorithms and large-scale linear inversion could be optimised on
this system aswell. In addition, global search is another algorithm
that could be accelerated using this system.

Fig. 8. Scalar operation (left) and single instruction multiple data
instructions (SIMD) operation (right). Four times loop can be a single
SIMD instruction.
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison between original real-time multiplet
identifier (RTMI) (top) and the hybrid system. Trace cross-correlation
functions (CCF) computation becomes nine times faster than the original
implementation.
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Fig. 10. Elapsed timeof functions in trace cross-correlation functions (CCF)
computation on PS3�, which indicates overhead due to data transfer (send,
receive, and reverse endian).
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Fig. 11. Restructured Event CCs calculation to reduce data transfer.
Master events are kept in PLAYSTATION3 (PS3�) and Event CCs are
calculated in PS3�.
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Fig. 12. Performance improvement of real-timemultiplet identifier (RTMI)
using the new hybrid system. Core computation becomes 36 times faster than
theoriginal implementation, andoverall performancewas improved5.3 times.
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Conclusion

We implemented the RTMI program on a hybrid system that
consisted of a hostWindows®PCand a PS3� as the computation
engine. We delegated the computationally expensive CCF
computation to the PS3� and optimised it there using various
techniques. Overall performance of the RTMI program on the
hybrid systemwasmore than five times greater than performance
of the RTMI program on the Windows® system. Even when we
ported the whole RTMI program to the PS3�, implementing
the RTMI on the hybrid system showed better performance
because the data transfer overhead is relatively small.
These results indicate that one could use this hybrid system to
optimise other algorithms, as long as the data transfer requirement
remains reasonably small.
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Appendix 1: Scalar code to compute one CCF (left) and SIMD code to compute four CCFs (right).

/* 
 * Scalar code to compute cross correlation function 
 */ 
void ComputeCCF( 
    float *Y_m, // in 
    int NY, // in 
    int Nmin, // in 
    int Nmax,  // in 
    float *X_m,  // in 
    int NX, // in 
    float *CCF // out 
    ) 
{ 
    /* 
     * -Nmin < n <= 0 
     */ 
    for (int j = 0; j < Nmin; j++) { 
 float sum = 0.0f; 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < NY - j; i++) { 
     sum += X_m[NY-1-i] * Y_m[NX-1-j-i]; 
 } 
 CCF[Nmin - j] = sum; 
    } 
    /* 
     * 0 < n < Nmax 
     */ 
    for (int j = 1; j < Nmax; j++) { 

float sum = 0.0f; 
 
 for (int i = j; i < NY; i++) { 
      sum += X_m[NY-1-i] * Y_m[NX-1+j-i]; 
 } 
 CCF[Nmin + j] = sum; 

}

/* 
 * SIMD version of ComputeCCF() 
 */ 
void ComputeCCFVector( 
    vector float *Y_m, // in 
    int  NY, // in 
    int  Nmin, // in 
    int  Nmax,  // in 
    vector float *X_m,  // in 
    int  NX, // in 
    vector float *CCF, // out 
    ) 
{ 
    /* 
     * -Nmin < n <= 0 
     */ 
    for (int j = 0; j < Nmin; j++) { 

vector float sum = zero_vec; 
 

for (int i = 0; i < NY - j; i++) { 
    sum = vec_madd(X_m[NY-1-i], Y_m[NX-1-j-i], sum); 
} 
CCF[Nmin - j] = sum; 

    } 
    /* 
     * 0 < n < Nmax 
     */ 
    for (int j = 1; j < Nmax; j++) { 
 vector float sum = zero_vec; 
 
 for (int i = j; i < NY; i++) { 
     sum = vec_madd(X_m[NY-1-i], Y_m[NX-1+j-i], sum); 
 } 
 CCF[Nmin + j] = sum; 

}
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